
Welcome to Sheffield Creative Guild

What it is and why you would

be a brilliant part of it



Sheffield Creative Guild is connecting individuals from all 

disciplines, at all stages, from learning and career, across 

the whole region





Why? Because together, we are even 

more brilliant than in isolation





How are we more brilliant? As a group, we 

can become…

• Self-sufficient

• Buzzing, alive, vibrant

• Varied, distinctive, unique

• Thriving, strong, and well-fuelled

• Even more visible and valuable to the outside 

world





The beating heart of Sheffield’s creative body

In short, if we all sign up, it makes the Guild



But as well as that huge benefit, we’ll all gain the 

day-to-day benefits of joining, like…

• New clients or audiences

• Resources and advice

• Events, workshops and networking meets

• Representation and advocacy

• Support from a network of creative friends

• Access to a vast timebank of skills



Creative Timebank

Your hour, is my hour



No matter what you choose to offer, your hour is 

worth the same as everyone else’s time

• You can use it for home or personal use

• You can use it for work, as part of a project

• You could use it to make something happen

• You could use it to learn something and develop 

a skill



COMMONALITY

The special bit is the spirit behind it, and this unites us, no 

matter how we choose to be creative, or how accomplished 

or ‘valuable’ we are



It’s all of us. ALL OF US.

And it’s what is really unique about the Guild…



And together we get to do all that, and show the 

world what we’re made of, for this: 

Individual - £79 a year or £20 a quarter

Concession - £39 a year or £10 a quarter

Student - £20 a year

And even better than that, we would love you to join 

as a Pioneer Member at a discounted rate of £59 

prior to the launch.



And for that modest fee, the Sheffield Creative Guild delivers:

• Profile – a place to tell everyone what you do and showcase your 

expertise to members and the outside world

• Timebanking credit – to use however you like!

• Connections and collaborations – meet other creatives, use the 

message board to ask advice, find that talent you’ve been looking for

• Resources – information, support, insight, advice

• Events – to learn, teach, share, entertain, showcase, network, 

workshop, pitch, connect and meet. We’ll host at least four free large 

events for members each year as well as other smaller ones

• Support – From our peer to peer support to a large advice network

• Advocacy – through links with other sectors, local politics, the national 

stage. One member = one vote.

• Commissions – the chance to apply for Guild commissions



As a Pioneer, as well as all the great, standard benefits, 

you will also get…

Discounted membership

Access to commissions

Invite to special events

Be part of our launch party

50% more timebanking credit

Help shape us and test our website

Opportunities to showcase your work



And as a Pioneer, all we ask is that you…

Help us spread the word

The more members we have, the stronger we 

will be and the more we can do

Tell your friends, tell your colleagues, tell 

your network



Sheffield Creative Guild is all of us, together, from all disciplines.

There are no tribes, no hierarchies.

We are as different as crochet and coding.

We are old hands and fresh blood – leaders and learners.

But we are all creative, and that makes us equals.

And we love and believe in what we do.

And that connects and unites us like noting else.

And that makes our city bigger, brighter, stronger.

Easier to see, more shining and special than ever.

That connection expands us and inspires us and opens us up.

To all kinds of wonderful happenings.

And we should all be in.



sheffieldcreativeguild.com/join

@SheffieldGuild

Launch Party - Friday 20th May, ROCO


